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Let k be a field, K be a finite extension of k, and -4 be a k-algebra which 
contains K. In This paper we shall explore a number of situations in which 
the structure of --1 is strongly influenced by that of the centralizer AK of K 
in :l. -A classical theorem of this type asserts that, if ‘-2 is central simple and 
&4x :~ K. then .2 ~8~ K is isomorphic to the K-algebra of all n i< n matrices 
over K. where n :: [R : k] is the degree of the extension k’,‘k. Hence. :l is. 
in the language of [IO], a “K-form” of a full matrix algebra. 
Our study was motivated in part by the following recent result of Sweedlet 
[16, Theorem 6.2, p. 3201: If ii/k is purely inseparable and il w K $3,: K 
as K-K-himodules, then A is a central simple k-algebra. Sweedler’s proof was 
based on properties of the Amitsur cohomology groups of an algebra. 
Waterhouse [17] has subsequently shown that this result is true for no 
extensions other than purely inseparable ones. On the other hand, as noted I~!- 
Sweedler in the theorem already cited, it follows easily from classical methods 
that the result admits the following converse for arbitrary finite extensions 
K/‘/z: If .-1 is a central simple k-algebra containing K and [-4 : K] = [K : k]. 
then .I = K I~J,; K as K-K-bimodules. 
Throughout this paper all rings and modules will be unital. If A is a ring 
with subring R, KC shall denote by AR the centralizer of R in L4; i.e., 
a4R ~: (u in A ) ux = XLZ for all s in R). 
The center of =Z will be written as Z(A). Wl ren dealing with modules, we 
shall n-rite endomorphisms opposite scalars. The unadorned (2, alwavs 
means 5,. 
In Section I we generalize Sweedler’s theorem in two ways giving non- 
cahomological proofs in each case. We show first that if K/k is pureI!- in- 
separable and [d : k] is finite then A4 is a central simple k-algebra if and onl! 
if *iI” is a central simple K-algebra; Swecdlcr’s theorem then follows from, the 
observation that a K-K-bimodule isomorphism 13 % K 0 K guarantees 
that -1” -.= K. Yaw let B m-7 a4K and note that =1 has a natural left R 8y li- 
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(f:A (yK + End,(d), to. I ) 
defined by y(n c,< S)ZL uu.v for a, u in A, ;md .r in A. Our second gcneraiiza- 
tion then asserts that, if :I is a free right b’-~nodule and a faithful left N h-- 
module, the homomorphism g; I ‘s bijcctii c. Thus, _ 1 is, in a reasonable FWJ., 
a K-form of a full matrix algebra o\.c’r 9, and is, hence, central simple if 
I? K. Xote that, in this theorem, no assumption is made regarding the 
algebra structure of cithcr .I or B. 
In Section 2 we anal!-ze other conditions under which the map y of (0.1) 
is bijectivc. These conditions do not concern the algebra structure of .-I or B 
but rather require the esistcncc of certain operators on I< induced 1)) elements 
of ,J. The nature of these operators depends, in each case, upon the strLict(ux 
of the extension K//z. 
In Theorem 2. I we show that if there exists a commutative k-algcbr;~ C,’ 
and an invertible element II of Ll ( 1 C such that u(K 0, C‘) II 1 : 
A- (’ <- L‘ I ‘C/ ‘I (,’ and a certain K-algebra homomorphism y: K ~5 1<- + K C.’ 
constructed from u is bijecti\:e then .d is a fret B-module of rank [K : k] and 
the map v of (0.1) is an isomorphism. C’orollar!- 2.5, an immediate conseq~lcncc 
of the theorem, then asserts that the smw conclusions follow if K is a Galois 
extension of k and ever\; automorphism of K ‘12 can bc extended to a11 inner 
automorphism of _,I. (Note that, for the special cast in which I;’ ti, rhe 
corollary is the convcrsc of ;I special cast of the Skolem Noethcr theorem 
[3, Theorem 1, p. I IO], and is, morco\cr. an immediate consequence of the 
classical crossed product thwry.) 
Actually, both of these results arc proved in a more general contc,\-t than 
is indicated by the preceding remarks: k is allowed to bc an arbitrar\. corn- 
mutative ring and, in (‘orollar~ 2.5, K/k is a Galois extension of commutati\c 
rings. 
11-e then turn to purel! inseparable analogs of C’orollary 2.5. \\.c she\\ in 
(‘orollary 2.6 that, if /S C K I: 11 and I{ .IK are as before, K/f< is purely 
inseparable of csponent one and any k-dcrix-ation of K can be cxtentlcd to an 
inner derivation of d, then A is a free B-modnle of rank [K : ii] and the map v 
of (0.1) is an isomorphism of K-algebras. \\‘c then establish in C’orollary 2. I@ 
a similar result for purely inseparable modular extensions, IlAng Gerstenhaher’s 
notion of an approximate automorphism of a k-algebra [8] (recall that a field 
extension K/k is mo~?ular if K is a tensor product over k of primitive extensions 
of k [14]). Zlt the end of Section 2 WC cvhibit ewmples of several classes of 
algebras satisfying the conditions of Corollaries 2.5, 2.6, and 2.10. 
In Section 3 we apply C’orollar>- 2.5 to obtain, for a Galois field extension 
K//z with Galois group G and a fixed finite-dinlensioIla1 K-algebra 13, a 
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correspondence between k-algebras ,3 satisfying the conditions o:f the 
corollary with AK w B, and certain group extensions of G by the multi- 
plicative group of invertible elements of B. This correspondence could also 
be derived using noncommutative Galois cohomology; see, e.g. [13]. 
1. CENTRALIZERS AND FORMS IN THEPURELY INSEPARABLE CASE 
Throughout this section R denotes a field. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a k-algebra, and R be a commutative subalgebra of A. 
Let K: R @ R + R be defined by ~(x By) = xy, and assume that m = ker(tc) 
is a nilpotent ideal of R @ R. Let I be a two-sided ideal of A. If I n AR = 0, 
then I -- 0. 
Proof. We may view A as a left R @ R-module via the formula 
(x @ y)a -= xay (x, y in R; a in A), 
in which case I is a submodule. Assume that I # 0. Then, since m is nilpotent, 
there is a largest Y > 0 such that I’ = mrI # 0, whence ml’ = 0. But m is 
generated, as an ideal of R @ R, by all elements of the form x @ 1 - 1 @ x, 
with x in R [4, Proposition 3.1, p. 1681. Thus, xa = ax for all a in I’ and x 
in R; that is, 1’ _C AR. Therefore, 0 =# I’ C In AR, contrary to hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let A and R be as in Lemma I .l, and p: A -+ A’ be a 
homomorphism of k-algebras. Then p is injective if and only if the restriction of p 
to 14R is injective. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a k-algebra of Jinite dimension and K be a sub$eld 
of A which is a purely inseparable extension of k. Let B = AK. Then A is a 
central simple k-algebra if and only z.. B is a central simple K-algebra and ,k is 
the center of A. If these conditions hold, then (a) A @ K and B represent the 
same element of the Brauer group of K. 
(b) -4 is a free left and right B-module of rank [K : k]. 
(c) A e B @ K as left B @ K-modules. 
(d) [A : k] = [B : k][K : k] (01, equivalently, [A : K] = [B : k]). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied, 
with K playing the role of R. Hence, if B is a central simple K-algebra, tben 
Lemma 1.1 guarantees that A is a simple k-algebra and is, therefore, central 
simple if k is its center. The converse implication is an immediate consequence 
of [3, Theorem 2(a), p. 1121. Conditions (a), (b), and (d) then follow from 
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[I, ‘l‘heorem 7.30, p. 691; the fact that the map y: A h -> I:nd,(:l) (If 
(0. I ) is hijecti1.e follows from [3, Proposition 2, p. 1 131. 
Since d is a free right R-module of rank [K : k], the isoniorphism e then 
kkls that .-I *\I K is isomorphic, as a left .-I ;A K-module. to the direct sum 
of [K : k] copies of .-I (--;I being v&w1 as a left .-I .,N K-module via VP; i.c., 
( 0 X)11 azts for a, 1( in .-1, .v in A). Since .-I is a fret left B-module of 
rank [K : k], WC then obtain that the direct sum of ]Xr : ii] copies of K -; K 
is isomorphic, as a left B C<; K-modiilc, to the direct sum of [K : A] copies 
of .-I. Statement (c) then follows from the Krull~ Schmidt theorem, and the 
l~roof is complctc. 
C‘OROLLARY I .4. Let -1 and he be as in T~uwrcw~ I .3. ‘l&v theJbllo7cit~~g are 
equiraletlt (a) .A is a central simple k-N[yebra and [.A : K] [K : k]. 
(b) .-Z has center k and AF; K. 
(c) ‘4 =5 h- 1% K as K-h--bimodules. 
Proof. ‘I’hat (a) and (b) are equivalent and imply (c) is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1.3. On the other hand, assume that (c) holds, and 
let I) -: End,,.(K), a central simple A-algebra with subfield K such that 
W’ - K. Thus, by the remarks just made, D a K @ K x A as left 
K cx,, K-modules (this also follows from a trivial direct argument). 
Kow, if 112 is as in Lemma I. 1 with 1< pla+ng the role of R, we have that 
AK and UK K are the annihilators of nz in the Zi 13 K-modules A and 11, 
respectively. Since K C L-lK and -.I T I1 as K @; K-modules, it follows from 
a dimension argument that .4” K. Then X(,4) C K, and so Z(d) 
(s in 6 I (x r$ l)u :- (1 ‘;Q .\)a for all n in .-I). Since Z(U) k, the 
I< :T:, K-module isomorphism .1 Q I) then yields that Z(L1) /< also. 
establishing (b). This completes the proof. 
Remurks I .5. (a) The equivalence of (a) and (c) in C’orollar! 1.4 is 
the result of Swecdler referred to in the introduction. 
(1~) 12’atcrhouse [I71 has shown that the implication (c) :- (a) of 
C’trrollary I .4 holds only if K,‘k is pureI!- inseparable. 
Sezt we analyze conditions under which the map p of (0.1) is an isomor- 
phism, without the assumption that j I or B be a central simple algebra. 
LEMMA I .6. Let h- be a finite purel~~ itueparabk extension of lz, and A be a 
k-algebra containing K, with [-1 : k] ‘. OZ. If I3 zqh-, tlzen [=I : k] ’ 
[B : k][K : k]. 
Pl-oof. Let R : K @ K; then N is a local quasi-Frobenius K-algebra 
via K @ I [7, Propositions 5 and 61, Gth unique (nilpotent) maximal ideal ?h 
generated by all elements in R of the form x 3 1 ~~ 1 @J x with x in K. 
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.-I mat be vie\ved as a left R-module, with (x1 6) ~.,)a x,as, for x1 , &vz 
in h? and a in -3. Note that H -: annA = s(A), the soclc of the R-module 
-4. Hence, if [B : K] -pm n, B is isomorphic as an R-module to the direct sum 
of n copies of K 2 R/m - s(R), the latter isomorphism holding because R 
is quasi-Frobenius [ 12, Lemma 2. p. 6 141. Let E(A) be the injcctive enwlope 
of ,4 as a left R-module. Then B C E(Af) =~ R(s(~~)), the equality holding 
because Ad is an essential extension of s(~-/) [I I, Sections 2 and 31. Thus, I:‘(.{) 
is the injective envelope of the direct sum of n copies of s(R) and, henw, is 
R-isomorphic to the direct sun1 of 11 topics of B(s(R)) 2 E(R). But, since Ii 
is quasi-Frobenius, E(R) k R, and, therefore, ;f is R-isomorphic :(I a 
submodule of a direct sum of n copies of R, whence [.4 : /i] : n[R : k] 
[I3 : KJ[h- : k12 [B : k][K : k]. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let d be a Jz-algebra ofjhife dimension, and K be a sut$ield 
?f A echich is a pwely insepavuble extemiorr of k. Let B ~= z-Ih-, and assume fhaf 
.-I is a free C’ht B-module. Then the ~foIlozu't~g are equivalent (a) :I is a faifhjul 
Ifft B 6) A--module. 
(b) The K-algebra map p: ,-I $2 K - l I<nd,(A3) sf (0. I) is bjjPcfiw. 
If these condifiom Izold, then the map Z(,4) G K ---f Z(B) (2 :s: x c-t 25) 
is an iromo@ism of K-akebvas, and [--I : k] : [B : k][K : k]. 
Proof. (a) --- (b): Let R ~; K 3,) K. Since A4K = B, we have from 
[I, Lemma 7.3B, p. 681 that (-4 @ AJR ~: B @; K. In addition, the fact 
that K is a finite purely inseparable extension of k guarantees that 111 
ker(K: R EK R + R) is nilpotent, where K(.Y c&y) =: AJ~ for x, y in R, and 
R is viewed as a K-algebra via K & 1. Finally, since :I is a faithful left 
f3 (5) K-module, the restriction to B ‘2 Ii of the map q~: -i p! K z End,J(AI) 
of (0.1) is injective. ‘\l’e ma!. then appl\ C’orollarv 1.2, with K and A ! : K 
playing the roles of k and A, respectivch, to obtain that CJI is injective. 
Sow let r be the rank of -3 as a free right B-module. Then [&3 : 121 _ r[B : k], 
and [End,s(d) : k] = v2[B : k] r[A : k] ,.. r-[H : k][K : k] = [--I : k][K : /<II : 
i-4 17 K : k], the inequalitv holding b\- I,cmma 1.6. Thus, Q is an isomorph;& 
establishing (1)). 
(1)) I (a): If p is an isomorphism, and we view A as a left 3 ?j K- 
module via p?, then d @ K is isomorphic as a left A @ K-module to a direct 
sum of copies of .4. Thus, &-1 is a faithful left A 0 K-module, hence a faithful 
left K C$J K-module, whence (a) holds. 
The equality [-‘I : lz] == [B : k][K : k] is th en trivial, and the desired 
isomorphism Z(A) @ K 2 Z(B) is easily seen to be a consequence of the 
following chain of obvious isomorphisms: 
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2. FORMS AND INNER ACTIOKS 
TT’e begin with the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k be a commutative ring, I, a commutative k-algebra 
and K a subalgebra of L. Let A be a k-algebra containing L, C be a commutative 
k-algebra which is a jinitely generated free k-module qf rank n, and u be an 
invertible element of A (2 C satisfying the.foilowing conditions (a) u( K @ C)u l ‘c 
L %i, C. 
(b) The L-algebra homomorphism y: L & K- + I, ;?j C, dejined by 
y( y (2; x) ~~- (y (3 I) u(x @I I) u-1 .f or v in IT, y in I,, is an isomorphism. 
Then, if B A”, d is a free left and right B-module of rank n. Moreover, 
the K-algebra homomorphism p: A $9 k‘ + End,(&A) of (0. I) is an isomorphism. 
as is the K-algebra homomorphism Z(.J) sq k’ --f Z(B) which sends z <+ x to 
zx for x in Z(A) and x in K. 
Proqf. 1V.e view =1 and ,4 g) c‘ as left .-I $j K-modules via the formulas 
for a, a’ in A, c in C, x in K. Note that the hypothesis on C guarantees that 
A @ C is isomorphic, as a left =I (~0 K-module, to the direct sum of n topics 
ofA. 
Let 0’ be the composition of the following chain of /z-algebra isomorphisms 
Hence, @(a & x) = (a @ 1) u(x \s, 1) 24-r for a in ‘-1 and x in K. (Clearly 
then the map 0: -4 @ K - L4 @ C. defined by 
O(a (3 x) --= B’(a @ x)u : (a ,~!,; I) u(x Ed I) = (a 1’3 .Y) . u, 
is also bijective. Since, evidently, tl is the d 13 K-module homomorphism 
which sends 1 @j 1 to U, it follows that ;1 0 K and .4 Q C are isomorphic 
A @ K-modules. The structure of --I 23 C, as noted previously, then yields 
a left i2 ,s K-module isomorphism 
with Ai FG d. 
It then follows that A is a faithfully projective left -4 @ K-module 
[2, Proposition J .2, p. 531. Since the mapping T: B --f EndAoK(A), where 
aT(b) :--: ab for a in iz, b in B, is easily seen to be an isomorphism of 
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K-algebras, we may then apply [2, Proposition 4.4(c), p. 68 and Theorem 3.5, 
p. 651 to obtain that A is a faithfully (hence, finitely generated) projective 
right B-module and the K-algebra maps p: A 63 K--j End,(A) and 
X(-4) ; K -+ Z(B) are isomorphisms. Moreover, we have the categor! 
ccluivalence 
where B-mod denotes the category of left B-modules, etc. 
Zow, viewing -4 as a right B-module, set Q = HomB(A, B); then Q is a 
finitely generated projective left B-module and A oB Q zz A @ K as left 
.I ‘*y K-modules [2, Theorems 3.5 (1) and (3), p. 651. But then, by (2.2), 
.-I $1, n Q % .-I iG: h- % a .3 c@~ F as left d (~3 K-modules, where I;’ is a fret 
left B-module of rank n. Since Lg @jB (-) is a category equivalence, we have 
that Q % F as left B-modules, and, therefore, A a Horn&J, B) % Hom,(J’, 2’3) 
is a free right B-module of rank n. That AJ is likewise a free left B-module 
of rank n follows from the fact that hypotheses (a) and (b) hold for /lop with 
ZI replaced by (zL~~“)-~. The proof of Theorem 2. I is, thus, complete. 
Before stating the first corollary to Theorem 2. I, we need the following 
slight extension of well-known facts in the Galois theory of commutative 
rings. If R is a commutative ring and ;K’ is a projective R-module, we write 
[:lC : R] for the R-rank of 114, [6, p. 271, whenever it exists. 
t,r:ar~a 2.3. Let k be a cotnmutatiz!e ring and L a connected (i.e., no idem- 
patents but 0 and 1) Galois extension of k with group G [6, p. 841. If K is a 
separable k-subakebra of L and n --_ [h’ : k], there are precisely n k-algebra 
hmomouphisms crl (..., crII qf h’ into I,. .Voreoaer, let C be the direct product of n 
copies of 12; i.e.. c‘ == ke, L ... T ke, , where e1 ,..., e, aye mutually orthogonal 
idempotents of C and e, $ .” -t e, = I. Then the map y: L 0 K --j L $1 C 
~<$en hjq y( y f!, ,Y) == 2 yoi(s) :@ e, , fog J 1 iu L and .I’ in K, is an L-algebra 
isomorphism. 
Proof. By the fundamental theorem of Galois theory [6, Theorem 1, p. SO], 
K L” for :I subgroup Nof G and1, is a Galois extension of K with group N. 
Hcncc, I, is a finitely generated projective separable k-algebra with [L : k] 
iG : l] and also a finitely generated projective K-algebra with [L : K] =-: 
[tl : I] [6, Proposition 1.2, p. 80 and Corollary 1.3(4), p. 8.51. But then, b! 
16, Theorem 2.4, p. 9.51, K is also a finitely generated projective k-module. 
Since [L : k] mm [L : KJ[K : k] by [6, 2(c), p. 351, it follows that n == [K : k] = = 
[C : II]. Sow let 71 ,..., 7, be coset representatives of G mod H. Then 
clearI\, 7i I K are k-isomorphisms of K into L. Moreover, if ~~7;~ j K were 
Lhe identity, the fundamental theorem of Galois theory would force ~~7-;’ 
to lie in II. Thus. the 7i j K are n distinct k-algebra isomorphisms of Kinto L. 
1%~ [6, Corollary 1 .6, p. 881 these arc the only k-algebra holnonlorphisms of K 
into12. The lemma is then an immediate consequence of [6, 1,cmma 2.7, p. 961 
and it!: proof. 
C‘ORCXLARI- 2.6. I,et h-;k be a jitlitc purdy ittseparuble Jield extetw’ott of 
exponent one, A be cr k-a[Tehra containing he, and H = .P. .-lssume that, ,,oiwn 
any Ii-tle&ation d : A- + K, there is utt element a of =1 such that d(s) = ax sa 
.fov all s in K. Then A is rr free left and r&ht B-module of rntrk ~1 : [h 1 ii], 
rind the K-algebra hott~omo~phistt~ 9: : .l 8”) I< r EndH(.-l) of (0.1) OS well as 
the A--algebra homomorphism X(.1) i;; h’ + Z(B), ,where z .S~ .x F+ Z.Y. a~(** 
isomorphisms. 
I’r-oaf. \1‘ritc K ~ /<(a, ,..., a,), where & ,..., u,~; is a p-basis of I<:‘/<. 
Then there csist unique derivations (I1 ,..., d, of K/k such that L&,) -~ 6;; 
for all i, j :. 5. By hypothesis, there also exist elements u1 ,..., u,~ of iI such 
that d,(.v) a,.~ .-- sn, for all i .C and .x in K. An easy induction argument 




a, - i-t, - 
Ii! 
_ \~~G$;il- if i ,i, 
to 
(2.7) 
if i ;, 
for I’ :O,I )..., p -I. 
Zow let C be the polynomial k-algebra in the indeterminate’s ‘7‘, ,..., 7’, , 
motlul~~ the ideal generated II;“,..., T,q,‘. Letting t; denote the image of T; 
in C’, WC have that C = k[t, ,..., I,<] with onlv the relations t,” :m- ... -= f,<” ~ 0. 
Sotc that [C : /cl p” -: tl. Let ui = ~~~C~ (u,“/u!) 0 ti” in z4 3 C; then 
24, ” I. and so ui is an invertible element of z4 $? C. Moreover, (2.7) >-iclds 
easil! that ~,(a., :3 1) (.xi f‘ I) ui = fi,+~~(l 0 fi) in .-I 1%) C for all 
i, j s, and so 
‘I‘hcrefore, setting u = u1u2 .” u,~ and &ping in mind that U, and 1 \ t, 
commute, wc have that u is a unit of L-I !$ C’, and 
y(,xl < .A.,) = (x1 tj!) I) I& ‘>:i I) u-l. Th c image of y contains y(K @,? I) =- 
K y 1, hence, contains ~(1 I& aj) - N! C& 1 ~1 1 $?I t, by (2.8), and, hence, 
contains 1 6~) C. Since K c$; 1 and 1 s) C’ generate K ~3 c’, we see that y 
is surjective, and, therefore, bijective by a dimension argument, since [ti : k] = 
II [C : ii]. Thus, the hvpotheses of Theorem 2. I hold with I; = K, and the 
corollary- follows. 
Our final corollary of Theorem 2.1 deals with the so-called “approximate 
alltomorphisms” of a purelv inseparable field extension. This notion !~as 
treated by Jacobson (see, e.g. [9, p. 1931); the terminology appears to be cdue 
to Grrstenhaber [S]. 
DEFISITION 2.9. Let K be a field extension of k, n be a natural number, 
and K[t] be the K-algebra generated by a single element 1 subject only to 
the relation tia;-’ == 0 (i.e., K[t] GZ K[ T]/( Tj')+ l), where T is an indeterminate 
over K). Since k[t] is a subring of K[t], we ma!- view K[t] as a k[t]-algebra. 
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An approximate automorphism of K/k (mod degree m - 1) is a k[t]-algebra 
automorphism (T of K[t] such that u(.x) 1~1 s ( mod tK[l]) for all x in K. (Since 
a k[t]-algebra automorphism of K[t] induces an automorphism of K/k, this 
congruence follows automatically if K/k is purely inseparable.) 
We make some preliminary remarks on approximate automorphisms and 
related matters. Consider first the special case nz 1, where K[f] = K[7’]/( 7’“) 
is simply the algebra of dual numbers over K. Then any element of K[t] can 
be expressed uniquely in the form x,, - .vrt, with so , .vi in K. Hence, if (7 
is any k[t]-linear mapping of K[t] into itself such that u(.x) \: (mod fK[t]) 
for s in K, then it is clear that U(X) ~- s ~-~ d(.v)t for each s in K, with d(.~) 
in K uniquely determined by X. It is then trivially verified that 0 is an approx- 
imate automorphism of K/k mod degree 2 if and only if d : K - K is a 
derivation of K/k [9, Theorem 12, p. 1691. XIore generally, approximate 
automorphisms of K/k mod degree m I- 1 can be evprcssed in terms of 
“higher derivations” of K/k of rank m; see [9, 11. 1931. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let k’lk be a finite $eld extension which is pure!~ in- 
separable and modular [14, l’keorem 11. Let .3 be a k-algebra containin,: R, 
and B =- AK. i2ssume that, for any natural nwnbev m and approximate auto- 
morphism u: K[t] --f K[t] of K/k mod degree m t 1 (with ttrl ’ =-- 0), there is 
an incertible element u of ,4[t] ~== A @) k[t] such that u(x) m= UXU-~ for all s 
in h’c h’[t] C .4[t]. Then A is a free left and vight B-module of rank n = [k- : k], 
and the K-algebra homomorphism q of (O.l), as well as the h’-algebra homo- 
morphism Z(A) 0 K -* Z(B), where z & x w IS, aye isomorphisms. 
Proof. Since Kik is modular, there exist elements e1 ,..., Y, in K such 
that the map 
k(ol,) @I ... (3 k(a,) ‘, K, (2.11) 
given by multiplication is an isomorphism; in particular, K .= k(RI ,..., a,$). 
For eachj < s, let e3 be the exponent of 01) over k; then NT” :: a, for some ai 
in k. 
Now let C be the polynomial k-algebra in the indeterminates TI ,..., Ts , 
modulo the ideal generated by the elements TI?” forj .< s. Letting tj be the 
image of Tj in C, we have that C --_ k[t, ,..., fJ with only the relations tj”” -= 0 
for j ,< s. Note that Cj =I k[tjJ C C is a k-subalgebra of C, and that 
C e C, @ . @ C,V via the multiplication map, whence [C : k] = ~“1 +-w. “. f ‘3. 
We shall write K @ C, --= K[t,], A @ C, z-2 A[tj]. 
Since aYe’ =I aj is in k and tfei = 
satisfying’(aj + tJBCi = 
0, the element a1 + t, is a unit in K[ti] 
ai . The isomorphism (2.11) then yields a k-algebra 
monomorphism ai’: K- K[ti] given by ~~‘(a,) = aJ + aijt, . Then ui’ 
extends to a C,-algebra homomorphism ui: K[ti] -+ K[ti] defined by (si 1 K = 
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oi’ and a,(tJ = t, . The image of gi contains ti , hence a1 ,..,, ol,?; hence A’; 
and, thus, ‘T, is surjective. Since K[tJ has finite k-dimension, it follows that 
(si is bijective and is, therefore, an approximate automorphism of K/k mod 
degree pi. Hence, by hypothesis, there is a unit ui of A[tJ such that o<(x) =-= 
u,xuT1 for all x in K. 
Viewing each U, as an element of A[tJ == .4 0 Ci C A @ C, set u := 
urz+ ... u,; then u is a unit of A @J C, and it follows immediately from the 
properties of ui just discussed that 
U(cxj g; I) u-1 == cyj (j) 1 i- I 0 ti , 
for all j .< s. In particular, zl(K @ C) u-l -= K @ C C il @ C. An argu- 
ment entirely similar to that of the proof of Corollary 2.6 then yields that the 
K-algebra homomorphism y: K @ K --+ K @ C, where y(xi 0 .xJ = 
(x1 @ 1) ~(1 @ .YJ u-l, for .x1 , sp in K, is an isomorphism. Thus, the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold with L = K, and an application of that 
theorem yields the desired result. 
We end this section with some remarks and examples of algebras of the 
type studied in this section. 
The following theorem provides a class of algebras satisfying the hypoth8eses 
of Corollary 2.4. 
'~YHEOREM 2.12. Let L/k be a finite Galois extension of fields. Let A be a 
k-a[rebra containing L with radical N such that [A : k] < co and every simple 
component of A/N has center k. Then ;f K 3 k is a subfield of L, any k-isomov- 
phism u of K into L extends to an inner automorphism of A.l 
Proof. By Galois theory, u is the restriction to K of a k-automorphism 
of L, which we also denote by 0. Let rr: A -+ A/N = 2 be the canonical 
projection. Since v is a k-isomorphism of L onto r(L), the map o induces a 
k-automorphism 0 of n(L) such that &r = ~TU on L. Since each simple com- 
ponent of 2 is a central simple k-algebra, the Skolem-Noether theorem 
applies to yield a unit g of a4 with &r(y) = ra(y) = &r(y) 2-r for all y in L. 
Let u be any unit of R with Z-(U) = zx Then, clearly, o(y) - uyu-l = w,, is 
in N for all y in L. To complete the proof we use ideas of Malcev and 
Hochschild which are fully described in Theorem 72.19 of [5, p. 4911 and its 
proof. Namely, N can be considered as an L-L-bimodule via y1(w)y2 =- 
cr(yr) zu(~y~u-~), where yl, yz are in L and w is in N, and it is readily verified 
that y w w, is a k-derivation of L into this bimodule. Since L is a separable 
k-algebra, this derivation is inner; i.e., there is an element w,, in N with 
(2(y) - uyu-1 = a(y) w() - wOuyz+ for all y in L. Since 1 - zu, is a unit 
of A, this yields u(y) = (1 - w,,) uy&(l - w&l, completing the proof. 
’ A. Frijhlich suggested to us that a result such as Theorem 2.12 should hold. 
I<X.\XiPi.E 2.13. (i) I& k (_ I< i- I, be ticlds and .~J a k-algel,ra containing 
I,. ‘I’~cII if -3 satisfies the h>--pothcscs of ‘l’heorem 2. I or an! cjf its corollaries. 
the snnrc is true for ever!- k-algcbm I’ \xhich admits a /r-algebra !~c)momr)r- 
phism J b .-I’. 
(pi) If K//z is a finite field e~tcnsion, and I/ is ;I cocc,!lllliritati\.e IIopf 
algebra Ivhich measures the cxtcnsion K /< in the scnsc rii [l4, 7.01, then the 
“snl‘l~ll puoduct” .1 K # II [14, 7.31 often s&tics the hypotheses of 
C‘trroilai-its 2.5, 2.6, and 2. IO if K/2 is (;aloia, pureI! inseparable of exponent 
enc. oi- purelv inscparablc and modular, rcspectilel\ I-or c\;ampic. if K, 1: 
is pui-vi\ inseparable of csponcnt one. and I/’ is a rests-icted I,ic k-algebr;i 
\\.hicll acts on K;‘ii via dcri\ ations in such ;I \I ;I> that the intluced map 
Y - Dcr,,(K, K) is surjective, then J Ii # 1 ‘,(Yj satisfies the h! potheses 
of ( ‘(,I-ollar\; 2.6, with 1 ‘,.(Y’) the restricted uni\-crsal enveloping algebra of 9’. 
/\'WINI./IS 2.14. (i) Algebras satisfk ing the conclusions of ‘I’lieorem 2.1 
and its corollaries provide examples of the follo~~ing situation studied b! 
S\\ccdler [16]. Let k r K bc comnlutative rings, _ J 1~ a Ir-algebra which 
contains K and is a finiteI\; generated projective k-module, and U be anothci 
li-subalgebra of -3. The triple (=3, Ls, K) IS said to satisf!- 112 if the conditions 
bclo~~- hold [16, pp. 303 and 3041: 
(a) d” Ii-. 
(b) The mapping q: :I (F I; t 1<1id,~(d) of (0. I) is bijcctix-c (v being 
well defined in view of (a)). 
(c) ‘Ihe mapping 4: K ( he + End, ,,,,,,(.-I) ix bijcctivc, \vherc 
?“( \I L)fl s1us2 for x1 , .x2 in K, (I in .-J. 
S\cecdIcr then shows, in [ 16, C’orollary 3. I I, 1~. 3 161, that other triples 
sat+ iug 112 can be obtained b! “t\visting” the given trillle (.3, R, K) by at1 
in\ trtible Amitsur two-cocycle in Ii ‘? K “1‘ K. 
SC,\\ let lz C K be commutative rings with K a flat k-n~oclulc. In addition, 
let _ J be a k-algebra containing I< \\!lich is a tinitcll- generated pro.jective 
/r-rnc~It~le and with Z(3) ~~ k. As usual let 11 .I”, and 3ssu111e that the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold for A3. \\‘e claim that the triple (z3, B, K) 
then satisfies 112. Note first that (1~) holds by h!pthesis: also K C -+I”, b! 
definition of B. On the other hand, let : bc in /JR, and dctine 77 in ICnd,(z3) b.? 
$0) ~(2 for a in A3. It is then clear that for e\-er!- n’ in .-I and s in K the 
elc111ent rp(a’ @j s) commutes with 7. Since 9 is an isomoi-phism, it follows 
that 7, v(w) for some z(; in Z(d ‘,$ K). But Z(.-I 1.’ K) Z(A) ‘x, Ii 
li : h l\r, which means that there is an element x,, in Ii with F( 1 I$ xc,) 
^? q(ec), and so u” mm s,, is in K. ‘\\‘e may then conclude that .JB K, and 
so (a) holds. 
Turning now to (c), note that the natural map K .~’ K f z3 1’1 K is 
manic since K is k-flat, and so we ma!- identify K 3) I< with its image in 
;? i;l K and 4 with the restriction of p to k (5;) K. Thus, # is a monomorl~l~isn~ 
of K-algebras. Now, if h is in End,,,,,,,,(.-I), It IS c ear that X commutes with 1 
fp(B (:J, 1); i.e., X lies in rp(.-l 22 K)@‘r ’ r) ~= fp{(A ‘;g h-y ;I) = p(-4B ‘!~, A:) 
q(K c:: R). ‘l’his proves that Ji is also surjectivc. hence, bijective, ancl so (c) 
holds and the triple (&-I, B, K) satisfies 112. 
(ii) It is not difficult to show that, if k is a complete local ring, a k-alg~bi-a 
.-1 which is a finiteb generated k-module and satisfies the conclusion.; of 
‘I’hcorenn 2. I admits a form of the Skolenr--Nocthcr theorem. This observation 
I~ads to conwrses to each of C’orollarics 2.5 (at least if k is a field), 3.6, and 
2. IO and will bc provided by Chase in a subsequent paper, in which some of 
the preceding examples and remarks will be treated in a rnorc systematic 
fashion. 
In this section we shall briefly outline a correspondence between /i-algebras, 
iz a field, of the type considered in (lorollary 2.5, and certain group extensions. 
This correspondence is essentially a straightforward generalization of the 
::lassicaI crossed-product theory for central simple algebras and could also 
be phrased in the language of noncommutative Galois cohomology; WC, 
e.g., [ 131. Throughout our discussion, K//z will be Galois with group G. and 
Zj will be a R-algebra of finite dimension. 
C’onsider first a group extension of the form 
X\ here L’(B) denotes the multiplicative group of invertible elements of h’. 
\\‘e shall identify CT(R) with its image in B, and shall write all groups rnuiti- 
plicatively. dn nhissible r,rtension C$ G by B is an extension (0, as before, 
together with an action of 1:‘ on R via lz-algebra automorphisms (i.e., a horrio- 
morphism of I!’ into the group of k-algebra automorphisms of B), such tlrat 
the following conditions hold: 
u(x) :-= p(u)(s), (3. I a) 
for all u in E, ?i in K. 
u(b) =-: ubu-‘, (3.Ib) 
whenever both sides of this equation make sense; i.e., when either u is in E 
and b is in C(B), or u is in C’(B) and b is in B. 
The left hand sides of both the foregoing equations arise from the action 
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of I:‘ on B just introduced. The right hand side of (3. I a) arises from the action 
of G on A-, and that of (3. lb) from the multiplication in R and B. 
Now, given an admissible extension of G h!- B, the E-action on B allo\vs 
us to form the smash (or crossed) product k-algebra B # I:’ in the usual wa\-: 
I: +# E B I,~I kE as left B-modules, where AB is the group algebra of-F,’ 
with coefficients in k. FL-e shall write /I :. ZI b # u for h in 13, u in K. 
1Iultiplication in B # I< is then defined h! the formula (/I, # uJb, # uz) 
b,u,(b,j ff UIU2 . B # E contains a subgroup B # I isomorphic to B, anal 
I (K # B) contains a subgroup 1 # A’ isomorphic to E, and we shall make 
the Clppropriate identifications. 
Let ](:j he the left B-suhmodule of H # I:’ g cwrated 1)~ all elements of 
the form b # u -- 1 # hu, with u in I:’ and h in C’(B). Koutinc computations, 
using &I. (3.1), then establish that J(t) is a two-sided ideal of I: # K \\.c 
claim. moreover, that H n J(t) 0. For let <: I:’ -+ 1 -(H) he a set map 
satisfying the conditions l(i) 1 and [(UT) u<(:,) for u in [~(!I), 7’ in I:‘. 
\\.e can, for example, obtain such a map by picking a system of coset repre- 
sentations of E mod I;(B), and then setting C(U) UC 1 for ZL in E, where II 
is the representative of the coset containing U. The map < estends to a left 
B-module homomorphism [: B # B - B, whew [(/I # U) h<(u). But it 
is triviali!, verified that 5 is the identity map on B ( - I? # I), and [(J(t)) 0, 
whence B n J(5) -.- 0. 
‘I’hus, A(l) = (B # E)/j(.$) is an associative k-algebra containing a sub- 
algebra isomorphic to B, which nc shall identif!, with II. 1Ioreover, it is 
casi:. to see that 4(t) is generated, as a left B-module, h!- the images of a 
s~~~crn of coset reprcscntativcs of E mod Z’(B). ‘I’hcrefore. given CT in G. 
\VC’ ~I,I! select cc, in E with p(~‘~~) CT: then, letting u, IX the image of 1 # “c’,, 
i:l .~i([j. we have that 
.A([) c Nu,, > (3.‘) 
0 in G 
and. cji course, u,au;l U(X) for all .X in K, h! (3. I ). L1.c may then appl! 
(‘orollar~ 2.5 to obtain that A([) is a free left and right module over A(QK 
of rank [K : R] = [G : I]. Since B is a K-algebra, I3 5 .J([)K, and, therefore. 
B I([)” by (3.2) and a dimension argument. 1\Ioreovcr, the map 
y : , I(<) ,~SI K -+ End,(A(Q) of (0. I) ‘< ; IS m isomorphism of K-algebras. 
C’onversely, let A he a k-algebra containing K sllch tllat [.I : k] -.I XJ. 
~~ssurne, moreover, that A satisfies the hypotheses of ~‘orollary 2.5. It is then 
rcadil!, verified that (E,) is an admissible c\;tension of G by Ia’ -- .dK’, \yhet-e 
(&): 1 --f c’(B) ---* 1 .(.-I) -” + c; - r I, 
I .(.-I) (u in U(A) j uKu ’ K), the map Lo --+ l-(.-I) is the inclusioc 
map. p is defined by the condition that ~(U)(X) U.W 1 for u in I.(.-I) and .Y 
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in K, and L-(A) acts on B by conjugation. Lloreover, it is easily checked that 
the mapping B # L-(A) --, -4 (b # u ++ bu) is a homomorphism of k-algebras 
which annihilates I([,J, th ereby inducing a k-algebra homomorphism 
.f: A([J -+ A. The restriction off to B is obviously the identity map of B. 
Now, as noted earlier, -12([,<) satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.5, and it 
then readily follows that the image A off likewise satisfies these conditions. 
Hence, by that corollar!-, d(tA) and ,!l are free B-modules of rank [K : /<I, 
and A4 is a fret .jK-module of rank [K : k]. Since B L Ag”, we have that 
[.-I : k] =I [A((,) : k] = [B : k][K : k] 3: [AK : k][K : /z] = [A : k] -:. [A : k], 
and so all of these numbers are equal andf: -4(cA) 4 L4 is an isomorphism. 
Finally, we leave as an easy exercise the proof of the follow-ing assertion: 
If WC start with an admissible extension ([) as before, pass to the associated 
/z-algebra A([), and then construct the resulting admissible extension ([,4(t)) 
as just outlined, we obtain in a natural way an isomorphism of group exten- 
.sions (tAcE)) 3 (0. 
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